
Making a Protection Pillow Amulet:

Uses: 

•Place behind or above doors for protection 

•Under a pillow case to protect from night terrors or negative energy. 

•Place in cars or travel bags

•Place in  children’s backpacks. 

•Place in stuffed or plush toys.

• Carry with you.

What you will need:

•Sage for clearing(your choice of herb, resin, incense)

•fabric of choice 

•needle and thread 

•pen and paper 

•Guardian powder 

•Guardian oil

• a crystal

Extras:

Sigil 

Victory(if you have please use it!)

Talisman or charm 
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Instructions:

1: Clear your energy as well as all of the materials used with the white sage.

2: Ground your energy and open circle. Ask your guides to help you see clearly into this 

spell. 

3: Set your intention: What is the purpose for the amulet pillow? Write it down. This will 

help you keep it in mind and help you possibly bring in other elements to your spell...

Example 1:

To guard my children from all physical and energetic harm.

Example 2: Protection from me, my family, and my home. No harm or low vibrating 

energies shall enter our space.

Once you have your intention , please keep it in mind. This is very important.

4:Anoint your crystal with Guardian oil and Victory

5: holding your crystal(if you are using a charm hold it) in your hand and covering with the 

other, consecrate it.

“I consecrate this crystal amulet for the purpose of protection. I bind all herbs, oils and 

prayer to this crystal to protect the ones I love. No harm shall come to anyone may only 

Divine energy remain.”

6: Assemble your protection pillow, place  Guardian powder, crystal, any remaining 

ingredients into baggie and seal.

7: Anoint the pillow with a small amount of Guardian oil 

8: Pray upon it:
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“I call upon the energy of my protective Spirit Guides and Ancestors. I call upon the energy 

of my children's Angels and Ancestors to protect them and intercede on my & their behalf 

to protect my children if need be.  This or greater for the highest good of all. May only the 

good remain.

 If you are an energy healer this is the time to send energy or healing.

 I am a Sacred Soul Alignment Practitioner as well as a Reiki master, and a Sacred Light 

practitioner so I add all of those things to my Magick. Currently I am working on my own 

energy healing called Crystal Vibration Frequency Codes so I will add those too.

**If you feel like your amulet has lost power, if you lost it, or simply stopped using it, it 

might be that you no longer need it. In other words, the work is done.! 

** Please remember to clear and charge regularly. If you are not sure you can ask your 

pendulum if it needs to be charged. 

To recharge:

1: Leaving it out for the full moon to recharge and amplify the energies. 

2: You may also place it on top of a Carnelian or a quartz cluster to recharge. 

3: Clear with herb or place in a sea salt container. Do NOT reuse salt!

** you may also want to make an amulet pillow for abundance, good health, Good Fortune, 

financial prosperity by adding your manifesting condensers and other corresponding 

elements( will cover this in our prosperity month)
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